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Now, in the following I deal with the „thinning damage“.
(Again my 1st transparency)

Remember at the amorphous rims on all surfaces of the
specimen!
Against such rims, if present, what can we do to remove
them?
Experiments were made without protection cover and
without barrier layer.
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In the literature, several proposals exist to remove the rims
by low energy ion sputtering.
For such purpose, we use our plasma cleaner TPS216
(Binder Labortechnik), proved to be a good
anticontamination equipment for TEM investigations.
Within the plasma cleaner, working with an inductive
coupled plasma, the free movable ions get energies of some
10 eV only, being not able to perform a noticeable
sputtering effect.
We replace the conventional specimen rod by a special
tweezers with the specimen on the tip and apply a voltage
of minus 140 V at the tweezers.
So, the Ar ions are accelerated to the specimen, resulting in
a polishing effect.
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amorphous
edge:
2 nm
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Here a result.
The specimen is a nanocrystalline Pt-carbon layer.
Before the polishing treatment, we observe the amorphous
rim on the edge, which has been generated by the FIB
process.
Now, after applying –140 V for 2.5 min, the rim is removed.
We got similar results at other metallic TEM-specimens.
However, we are not able to image the behaviour of the
rims on top and bottom of the specimen. But we suppose,
that rims are removed likewise.
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Now, I have to show you a flop:
Here, the specimen is Sr-titanate, the amorphous rim, clear
visible, could not be removed by an applied voltage of –140
V.
The reason is, the specimen consists of electric isolating
material. And it is impossible to charge it by a negative
potential at the tweezers.
Therefore, we have no polishing, the amorphous rim
remains.
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The way out can be:
Applying an UHF electric potential at the tweezers, namely 4
MHz, amplitude 100 V.
As a computing model we used a spheric electric field. The
center is the specimen ring, lying at high frequency voltage,
the outer board is the cleaner housing, with the potential
zero.
The motions of the ions and electrons within the plasma,
due to the differential equation, are oscillations:
§ the heavy Ar-ions oscillate with 4 MHz, amplitude some µm,
§ the light-weight electrons move at some mm, striking privileged
the maximum field-strength region, i.e. the specimen, even after
10-8 s.

In the consequence, the specimen is loaded up by the
electrons to a static negative bias potential, attracting for
the Ar-ions, leading to the desired polishing effect.
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Let me show the polishing effect on Sr-titanate:
Before the treatment, the amorphised rim at the edge
amounts to 33 nm after the FIB process (here without
protection coating).
After polishing with 5 MHz and 140 V amplitude during 5
min, the rim is reduced to 20 nm.
After polishing during 9 min the rim at the edge is removed
completely, probably also on top and bottom.
So far for Sr-titanate. Experiments with other materials are
in progress.

However, I may not hide, that we were not successful at Si
up to now.
At Si, the amorphous rims could not be removed but rather
transformed to a nanocrystalline structure.
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Conclusions
§ The 30 keV Ga+ ions cause amorphized
regions on all surfaces of the specimen, we
distinguish between coating and thinning
damages.
§ The coating damage can be avoided by
evaporated barrier layers.
§ The thinning damages can be removed in an
inductive coupled plasma with Ar+ ions of
nearly 100 eV applying
Ø a constant voltage on metallic specimens,
Ø an UHF voltage on non-conducting specimens.
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